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I can’t believe it’s not Hancock 
It’s no secret that I am a fan of the phenomenally talented James Hurn, 

so I was delighted to head to the Mission Theatre Bath to see his latest 

version of the show where one man does all the voices.  James did three 

Hancock episodes, one by Galton and Simpson and two he has written 

himself.   

 

The first laughs come when James appears from behind the curtain, 

wearing the hang-dog Hancock expression.   The opening episode, The 

Inheritance, wonderfully captures the spirit of the original episodes.  

Beginning with the Hancock household opening the mail, it has sparkling 

dialogue with Hancock berating the others.  Sid is being dodgy, Miss 

Pugh is putting Hancock down and Bill is explaining he keeps sending off a letter to cancel his subscription to 

boomerang monthly, but, well you can guess.  Hancock inherits a painting which involves a trip to the 

solicitors, played brilliant by ‘Hugh Lloyd’ and then a trip to an auction, with the auctioneer perfectly played 

by ‘John Le Mesurier’, honestly, you’d swear they were in the room!  Then ‘Kenneth Williams’ turns up as 

Snide, and the episode gets silly, in a good way.  Lots of laughs are packed into the script. The episode has 

familiar themes – inheritance, solicitors and flights of fancy, but all mined for new comic effect.   

 

Sid James Dad is an episode for which only a poor-quality recording exists. It was a delight to hear it properly 

at last.  Sid’s dad is paying a visit, shockingly he is honest and Sid wants to keep his criminal activities hidden 

from his dad.  Sid has explained his frequent court appearance by claiming that he is a judge who has to take 

long holidays as the work is so tiring.  I won’t give away the plot, go and see the show! 

 

After a short interval, we have the final episode for the evening, The Fitness Regime.  After climbing some 

stairs, Hancock is shocked to discover he is unfit and embarks on a fitness regime.   Inevitably, Sid James sees 

a way to make money from the situation, with Sid James Keep Fit Limited.   

 

Hurn is again spot on with the dialogue, it is clear he knows the characters inside out.  As an actor he can get 

laughs just from his facial expressions.   In fact, he only had to flair his nostrils, and before ‘Kenneth Williams’ 

has said a word, the audience is already laughing in anticipation. Snide makes another appearance, taking a 

fitness class and later as a physiotherapist.   As an episode it is well balanced, with plenty of laughs and a 

spot for all ‘the cast’ to shine.  During his last tour, someone posted on facebook that they had overheard 

members of the audience trying to work out which season the show was from, only to read in the 

programme that James Hurn had written it. Something so good, people think that Galton and Simpson wrote 

it.  You can’t really get a higher complement than that.   

 

All in all it is another Triumph for James Hurn. Many have valiantly tried to take on the Hancock role, and it is 

far from easy. James takes on playing the entire cast and is superb.  What more can I say, Five Star, 10/10,  

stone me, you’d be a buffoon to miss it, a coachload of us are going from the East Cheam Cultural 

Progressive society, if any of you nurses ….  check out dates and venues at www.jameshurn.com 

James is seeking to crowd fun the filming of his shows you can help at: 

https://www.justgiving.com/crowdfunding/hancockandco 

http://www.jameshurn.com/
https://www.justgiving.com/crowdfunding/hancockandco

